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When the user selects the new offcut layer, i.e. the sheet that the offcut will be written to, the operating
parameters of the active tool are automatically updated so that the user has complete control over the cutting

process. Normally, for example, if the wood is not at the proper depth, the tool would be stopped. With
ALPHACAM, in this situation the user simply adjusts the cutting depth until the end and the depth is saved for

future use. No need to fiddle with the depth indicator or move the tool! With ALPHACAMs ability to
automatically update machine settings, you have the power to multitask while keeping constant contact with

the tool and cutting stock. You may want to download and try out ALPHACAM for free. Simply go to the
download center. Here you may also explore all the awesome features, ways to get more information about
our products, and how you can benefit from the cooperation with our great partners. ALPHACAM 2017 R2 is
packed with more features than ever! If you can only download one of these, we recommend the powerful

module “6-axis turn-mill” – with its two independent clamping arms providing the best combination of
accuracy and ease of use with a 3D memory function that enables the user to create topologically correct

tasks just as easy as generating geometrical cuts. And what about our new ways to save time and material?
And quite a bit more! Martin Baier, Martin Wegner and Marco Dinsmoor joined forces to create STRANDBAIER –

a collaboration between one of the biggest cutting systems manufacturers and one of the most recognized
brand names of the woodworking industry. With partners as big as this, working together for excellence is only

half of the solution. The true challenge is to find out what is best for the customer and how to turn these
insights into something useful for them. This is what STRANDBAIER is all about. A combination of machine

technology and extensive knowledge, like no other, is what makes STRANDBAIER a special partner. So take a
look at STRANDBAIER.com and see what they can do for you. ALPHACAM has thought of everything.
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The manufacturer ALPHACAM: • creates mass-customised door and furniture components for architecture
firms. • has used the system for industrial applications, including the production of metal tubing for the

construction of a 120m-long cenotaph in Larghata. • aims to extend its services to include urban planning. The
ALPHACAM machine could also be used for components that have large gradients in flexibility and strength.
One application could be using the machine for the body and engine of a spacecraft, complete with cladding

for the structure, as well as the space station connecting strut. The new CDM module is designed for all levels
of ALPHACAM through two key features: constraint-based automatic configuration of the cabinet door

components (drawing orientation, sheet grain direction, mechanical blanking, thickness/length/side-cut etc);
and coordinate system conversion from house to machine blanking. Designed in house, ALPHACAM is an

industry-leading Windows software package that will dramatically transform the design and manufacturing
process. It is now the most convenient and comprehensive design and manufacturing solution available for the
3D machining of sheet metal parts. ALPHACAM now has the versatility to meet all your 2D and 3D machining
needs. This fully featured upgrade to the popular “ALPHACAM PLUS” service package will bring huge benefits
for all Alphalamp users. ALPHACAM is a comprehensive Windows-based design and manufacturing solution

that has been used for more than 30 years by hundreds of thousands of engineers, planners and others in the
industry. 5ec8ef588b
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